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CREATE/OPEN A DOCUMENT

Click on the plus ‘+’ to 
create a new document

To open a document you 
have already created, click 
on that document



TEMPLATES

Once you click to create a 
new document, you have a 
few options:

A blank document in 
landscape or portrait mode 
(this can not be changed, so 
chose appropriately).

A template that is provided.

Take a minute and look through the templates available.



FORMATTING



STYLE

font

size

arrangement

paragraph style



LIST

indent

outdent

lists - bullets, numbers, 
letters



LAYOUTS

indent

outdent

lists - bullets, numbers, 
letters



ADDITIONS



DATA

insert a data table

create in Pages or bring in 
from Numbers



GRAPHS

insert a graph

create in Pages or bring in 
from Numbers

can chose to show the 
chart or just the graph



SHAPES

insert a textbox

insert lines

insert shapes



PHOTOS

insert photos from camera 
roll

once inserted, you can edit

Let’s try editing a photo in pages now.



SETTINGS



TOOLS

Find

Change Tracking 

Document Setup (on another slide)

Settings (on another slide)

 Set Password - lock your 
document

Print 

Help



DOCUMENT SETTINGS

Turn on and off as needed: 

Check Spelling

Word Count

Comments 

Ruler

Center Guides

Edge Guides

Spacing Guides



DOCUMENT SETUP

insert/edit headers and 
footers

change paper size

change margins



SHARING

send via iCloud

send a Copy

Open in Another App



QUESTIONS?

▸ This presentation and the handout will be available on the 
tech website at: http://wp.me/P2B2Su-1Xx 

▸ With ANY Google Classroom questions, please email the 
tech department.

▸ techsupport@usd387.org 

app icon from: iTunes.apple.com

http://wp.me/P2B2Su-1Xx
mailto:techsupport@usd387.org
http://itunes.apple.com


ASSIGNMENT :)

•Create a document that advertises a book you have 
read. 

•Include an appropriate piece(s) of media (photo from 
camera roll or online). 

•Include a shape, then add text to your shape. 
•Use your Spell Check to check spelling. 
•Change the Font to something appropriate for your 

advertisement with titles, bolds, highlights, etc. 
•Save this in PDF format and submit to the appropriate 

place in Google Classroom. 
•Then follow the other directions in Google 

Classrooms.


